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Abstract – An approach to adaptive user interface using mix-
ture model and state space model is proposed. Mixture model
is applied to response data of many users to extract user types
in a preliminary experiment. Estimated components are re-
garded as ”user types”. Online identification of the type of a new
user from his/her response series is done by state space model,
where the weights of the components constitute the state vector.
In the state space model, the system equation defines a time-
smoothness of the weights and the observation equation consists
of a mixture model allocated to the time-varying weights. State
estimation is done by using particle filter. We propose to use the
identification result of the new user to an adaptive user inter-
face by showing an appropriate screen based on the estimated
weights. Numerical simulation illustrates type identification re-
sult of new user. Real data analysis using key-typing perfor-
mance with methods using both-hands, right(dominant)-hand,
left(non-dominant)-hand, and one finger is also reported.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments of computers and related tech-
nologies allow us to make user interfaces more intelligent.
Among many researches trying this, adaptation to user is
very attractive to achieve the intelligent user interface [3],
[9], [12], [17], [19]. To make the adaptation, knowing the
current state of the user is fundamental. It is also an im-
portant task to know what type of users is now using the
system [15], [16]. We focus on the latter task in this article.

When the potential users are pre-determined or it is
possible to administrate the users, the most effective way
to know the user information is to store its preference for
all users. However, it requires user authentication and reg-
istration of the preference automatically or manually. Con-
sequently, this approach is not suited for public system such
as guidance system at information, web-site with anony-
mous access, and so on. It is also the case for a touch panel
user interface on intelligent wheel chairs that we are now
developing, which can adapt the size of button on the panel

depending on user [1], [12], [13], [14].

Another approach to make user adaptation is to clas-
sify the users into several typical groups and using this in-
formation effectively [2], [15],[16]. We call the group a
”type”, and we adopt the more exact definition of a type as
users group in which users have similar properties such as
their response to the same situation. For systems in which
it is difficult to make authentication and registration, adap-
tation based on types instead of individual users is an ef-
ficient way for user adaptive interface. Here, knowing the
types of a user is an important task for the user adapta-
tion. In some cases, an expert of user interface design can
determine the types from his/her knowledge of the typi-
cal user [15],[16]. In other cases, the groups are a pri-
ori defined. But otherwise, we have to extract the type
information hidden in huge data set of user response by
some un-supervised learning algorithm, such as the EM
(Expectation-Maximization) algorithm [5].

In this paper, we propose an approach to adaptive user
interface using the information of user type by using mix-
ture model and state space model. A mixture model is used
to extract the user types from response data of many users
in a preliminary experiment. We regard the components
estimated by mixture model as a probability distribution
of user type, and use them in the state space model with
time-varying weight for each component. Identification of
the type of a new user from his/her small observation se-
ries of response data is done by state space model. In the
state space model, online estimation of the time-varying
weight parameters is done by particle filtering [7]. Then
we can know the degree of membership of the user to each
component (type). The proposed model exploits two initial
components as a prior in the context of Bayes estimation;
1) initial value as mixing weights of the mixture model,
2) smooth change of mixing weights represented by state
space model.



II. MODEL

A. Extraction of User Types by Mixture Model

Let
�

be an input space (subspace of ��� ) that cor-
responds to information presented to the user. Denote an
input variable (vector in general) by ��� �

. Let � be
an output space (subspace of ��� ) that corresponds to the
measurement of the user response, and define the output
variable (vector in general) as 	
��� . Let � be a space
of external input (subspace of �� ) that corresponds to the
condition given to the user, and define the external input
variable (vector in general) as, ����� .

We assume that a type of users for a given input � and
external input � is modelled by a probability density func-
tion ����� 	�� ��������� � � (1)

where ! denotes a ! -th type of the users, and � � is a param-
eter vector that specifies the density function. Eq.(1) will
be referred to as a component.

For many users, where the type of each user is un-
known, the law of measurement variable with given input �
and external input � is modelled by the following mixture�"� 	�� �����#�%$ ��& '(��)+*-, � � � � 	�� ��������� � � (2)

where $ &/. � * �0� 12�4353536��� '87 (3)

is a set of parameter vectors for all components. Let9 &;: , * � , 1 �5353436� , ' <>= (4)

denotes a mixing weight vector (which consists of weight
variable , � for each user type ! &@? �%AB�4353536�DC ). 9 satisfies
two conditions'(��)E* , � &;? � , ��FHG � ! &@? �%AB�4353536�DC � (5)

For estimating the parameters in eq.(2), we need to col-
lect data of response for many users in different situation by
a preliminary experiment. Here, for many users with differ-
ent types, we measure the response of the users by giving
various conditions of input/external input, then we obtain a
data set to estimate the mixture model of eq.(2).

In general, it is unknown what kind of user type should
be prepared in advance, except the case where each type
corresponds to each group that is defined objectively. In the
latter case, we simply apply traditional estimation method
such as maximum likelihood, or moment matching method
to estimate each component distribution, and let the weights
of components be uniform. For the former case, i.e., there

is no information about types, we have to extract the types
of users using un-supervised learning algorithm such as
EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm [5]. We also
assume the number of components IC is determined by an
appropriate method.

By estimating the mixture model from the data set, we

have obtained the parameter estimates I$ &KJ I� * � I� 12�5343536� I� 'ML
and weight vector I9 &K. I, * �NI, 1O�535343P�NI, 'Q7 . Now, we have
obtained components denoted by eq.(1) together with I� �
and weight I, � for ! &;? ��A��534353R�SC , and then, we regard the
components as the types of the users.

B. Identification of User Type by State Space Model

After extracting the types of users by mixture model,
let us consider how to use this result to identify the type of
new-coming user. Since the type of a new-coming user is
unknown, it must be estimated by some method. For this
purpose, we propose to estimate the mixing weight of mix-
ture model based on measurement data of the new-coming
user’s response. We regard the estimated weight as mem-
bership values of the user for each type.

In this situation, many measurements for various in-
put/external input patterns cannot be obtained for the new-
coming user. It is because the new-coming user corre-
sponds to a customer in real situation and we cannot ask
many questions to him/her (otherwise, he/she will go away).
Although many questions cannot be asked, we can obtain a
few observations of input/output response of the user. Con-
sequently, we must estimate the type of new-coming user
from a small number of observations.

To cope with the situation of a small number of obser-
vations, we use a state space model and its Bayesian es-
timation to identify the type of a new-coming user. The
identification of the user type is carried out by estimating
the mixing weight vector, 9 , which is now supposed to be
time varying, and so it is rewritten as 9�T with time index U
(count of the measurement). The estimation task is to ob-
tain conditional distribution of 9VT given the measurement
series and input/external-input series up to current time. It
updates the estimate each time a new measurement comes.

B.1. State Space Model for User Type Identification

We consider that the mixing weight vector smoothly
changes with respect to the time index U such that the fol-
lowing expression (system equation) holds9WT & 9WT�X *�Y[Z T (6)

where
Z T is random vector of dimension C distributed ac-

cording to a certain probability distribution, for example,
uni-modal distribution with mode value equal to zero \ .

Z T



is called ”system noise”. The initial value of mixing vec-
tor, 9�� , is a random vector of uni-modal distribution with
center be the vector estimated by mixture model, I9 . Note
that this initial distribution and smoothness of eq.(6) define
a prior distribution of 9 T for U & ? �%AB�435353 in a context of
Bayes estimation.

Straightforward application of eq.(6) results in 9 T not
a satisfying the constraint eq.(5). To cope with this, we
use logarithm of weight and normalization as follows. Let
elements of 9 T be denoted by , � � U � , ! &/? �%AB�5343536�DC . No-
tation of element for system noise vector

Z T is in similar
way. By taking logarithm and exponential on eq.(6) for
each element, we have�, � � U � & ����� .	��
� , � � U�� ?�� Y �� � � U � 7 � (7)

and , � � U � is calculated by normalizing
�, � � U � as

, �8� U � & �, ��� U ��� '( � )E* �, � � U ��� (8)

Let 	 T (measurement vector at time U ) be according to
the mixture model

	 T�� �"� 3>� � T ��� T � 9WT � I$ �
(9)

which will be called an ”observation equation”.
A pair of system equation, originally eq.(6) but now

eqs.(7) and (8), along with the observation equation eq.(9)
is called ”state space model”. In this study, the mixing
weights constitute the ”state” of the model.

B.2. State Estimation

”State estimation” is a task to obtain the estimate of
the state (here, weight vector) from the given observation
series up to current time U

	 *�� T & . 	 * ��	P12�4353536��	 T 7 � (10)

Being more precise, the estimate means the calculation of
the conditional distribution of 9 T given observation se-
ries eq.(10), denoted by C � 9 T � 	 *�� T � . This distribution is
called a ”filter”. The conditional distribution at time U Y ?

,C � 9 T�� * � 	 *�� T � , is called ”one-step-ahead prediction” and at
time before U such that U���� � � � G �

, C � 9 T�X"! � 	 *�� T � , is
called ”smoothing”. According to the aim of adapting the
user interface depending on the estimate of mixture weight,
the filtering estimate is suitable for our purpose.

In the state space model defined here, both the system
equation, eq.(7), and the observation equation, (9), are non-
linear with respect to the state vector, 9�T . System noise
distribution of system equation (7) can be non-Gaussian.
Thus, nonlinear non-Gaussian method is required for state

estimation. Here, we use Monte Carlo Filter (MCF) [10]
for state estimation, which is a special instance of ”parti-
cle filter” [7]. Several methods have been proposed [8].
The key idea of particle filter is to approximate the non-
Gaussian distribution of the state by many particles in state
space. It can be seen as a special case of sequential Monte
Carlo Method [11].

From the estimated distribution C � 9�T � 	 *�� T � , we can
use some characteristic values of the distribution as the esti-
mation result of the weight vector 9VT . A practical example
of this is the minimum mean square error estimate

I9 T &$# 9 T C � 9 T � 	 *�� T �&% 9 T � (11)

C. Adaptation to User

An outline of adaptation scheme by using the results
of user type identification is shown here. We assume that
strategies for each type are collected by appropriately de-
signed inquiry prior to the adaptation. It is done for some
typical users for each user type to present various input and
external input patterns.

Collected strategies are written in either explicit or im-
plicit form depending on the design of the inquiry. When
an explicit form is used, we have an optimal strategy ��' �&(
of type ! for all types, ! & ? �4353436�SC . Then, together with
the mixing weight vector estimated by state space model to
these optimal strategies, we have a strategy for adaptation
to the new-coming user, � T , as a weighted sum of optimal
strategy such as

� T & '(��)E* I, � � U � �)' �&( � (12)

On the other hand, when an implicit form is used, strate-
gies are represented by performance indices such as * � � � � � � ,! & ? �%AB�435353R�DC . Here �,+' �&( which takes a maximum value
of * � � � � � � is the optimal input for ! -th type. Together with
mixing weight vector estimated by state space model, we
have a strategy for adaptation to the new-coming user, in a
performance index from of

* � � � ��� I9 T � & '(��)E* I, ��� U � * �8� � � � ��� (13)

Then, we will have the optimal input I� T that achieves the
maximum of eq.(13).

III. SIMULATION

To illustrate how the proposed approach works, we have
conducted numerical simulations as follows. Let the di-
mension of input space

�
be - &/.

, and the dimension



Table 1. Simulation parameters of Gaussian mixture model.! , � � � � �
1 0.3

� . . .. A ?�� � ? � G G � ?G � ? ? � G �
2 0.4

� � . � . � .. � ��� � G � � G � .G � . G � �	�
3 0.2

� � . � . � .� . � A � ? � � G � � � G �
�� G � � G � � �
4 0.1

� . . .
� . � � � ���

� G � . � G � A� G � A G � .	�

of output space � be � & A . We assume that there is no
external input for convenience. Three input patterns, such
that � * & : ? � G � G < , � 1 & : G � ? � G < , and �� & : G � G � ? < are
used as input � here. Four types are assumed here, and
they are denoted by Gaussian component � ��� � � = � � � �
for ! & ? ��A�� . � � . Values of components’ parameters,

� �
and

���
for ! & ? ��AB� . � � , and weights of mixture model

appeared in eq.(2) are shown in Table 1.

Corresponding to a preliminary experiment to extract
the user types, we have firstly generated a data set from
the Gaussian mixture. Generating the random input among� * , � 1 , and �� with equal probabilities and fed it into the
Gaussian mixture model, then we obtain the output data
plotted in Figure 1, here the number of samples is 1,000.
Secondly, for this data set, we have applied EM algorithm
to obtain parameter estimation of the mixture model. We
have assumed the number of components is known in this
experiment.

Using the estimated components by EM algorithm, we
have proceeded an experiment of the user type estimation
as follows. Firstly, we have generated data that correspond
to the new-user’s response by giving random input into
Gaussian components, where time index U varies from 1
to 200 and 1st component was used for U & ? �4353536� � G ,
2nd component was used for U &��B? �535343R� ? G�G , and 3rd
and 4th components are used for U & ? G ? �534353R� ?�� G andU & ?���? �534353R��A GOG , respectively. The data, 	 T for U &? �5343536��A GOG , are plotted in Figure 2.

The proposed method for user type estimation have
been applied to the data in Figure 2. Initial condition of
mixing weights are independently according to Gaussian
distribution with mean as estimated by EM algorithm and
variance

G � ?
(given value). User type estimation results are

shown in Figure 3. For each period, in which certain com-
ponent was used for the data generation, weight value of
correct component is raising gradually, and other weights
are going down as the passage of time U .
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Fig. 2. User response data for type estimation.

IV. EXPERIMENT

As a real world example of the proposed method, user
type estimation based on key typing performance and in-
put methods has been examined. Performance data have
been collected from 13 test subjects who are every day
PC user. The task of test subject is to enter a paragraph
of English text which is randomly selected from newspa-
per. Four kinds of input method are assumed here, which
are (1)using both hands (possible to blind touch), (2)using
right (dominant) hand only, (3)using left (non-dominant)
hand only, and (4)using one finger (of non-dominant hand)
only.

From raw data, which is a series of key typing time
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and ASCII code of the key, three kinds of characteristic
value are calculated. They are (1)Quickness � by aver-
age time of key interval in a task, (2)Accuracy � by error
rate between entered text and original text based on longest
common sequence(LCS), and (3)Correction degree � by
average interval time of use of the Backspace key in a task.

Eight cases are examined for each input method, for
each test subject, under experimental design. Thus the num-
ber of data is

? .#:
person<�� �M: case < & ? G �

for each input
method. Scatter plot of the data between Quickness and
Correction degree is shown in Figure 4.

Estimation of component distributions have been pro-
ceeded as follows. Here we have assumed that each char-
acteristics (i.e., � , � , � ) are mutually independent for con-
venience, based on the fact that correlations are low. Then,
we have applied a probabilistic model for each characteris-
tic values, and we have chosen a Gamma distribution based
on the likelihood value for all characteristics. Estimated
probability densities are shown in Figure 5 for Quickness.
Looking at the figure, method using both hands is well sep-
arated from other methods. So we consider that there are
two types, i.e., both hands and single hand. We have used
the component of input method finger as the type of single
hand, as representative.

User type estimation has been proceeded as follows.
As the performance data of new-coming user, we randomly
select cases for each input method from the original data,
which are used in the estimation above, and make a se-
quence of the cases. The length of the sequence is 160, and
the sequence consists of four period of equal length (i.e.,
40) corresponds to each input method with order of finger,
both-hands, right-hand, and left-hand. Estimation results
are shown in Figure 6. Looking at the figure, we can see
that the correct type has been estimated with high value of
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weight for each period of length 40, i.e., single hand type
for U & ? �5343536� � G sampled from finger method data, both
hand type for U & �M? �435353R� � G sampled from both-hands
method data, single hand type for U & ��? �535343R� ? A G sam-
pled from right-hand method data, and single hand type forU &@? A ? �435353R� ?�� G sampled from left-hand method data.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an approach to adaptive user inter-
face in which we assume the existence of user types rep-
resented by mixture model and estimate the type of new-
coming user using state space model. The state space model
consists of a system equation with time-varying mixing
weight and mixture model as observation equation with the
time-varying mixing weights.

There are related researches to our approach as fol-
lows. Justification by using Dirichlet distribution and ap-
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proximate solution have been proposed in [18], use of Markov
Chain Monte Carlo for more general situation including the
problem setting of [18] has been proposed in [6], and the
use of particle filter for further more general situation has
been proposed in [4]. In future works, investigation for the
relation to these researches and use of these ideas are inter-
esting.
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